Amended

Interim Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement

Full legal name of service provider:
SnapVine, Inc.

Alternative name(s) of service provider (including all names under which the service provider is doing business):
See Exhibit A, attached.

Address of service provider:
1301 Fifth Avenue, Seattle, Washington, 98101

Name of agent designated to receive notification of claimed infringement:
Balasubramani Law PLLC (Attn: Venkat Balasubramani)

Full address of designated agent to which notification should be sent:
8426 40th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA, 98136

Telephone number of designated agent:
(206) 529-4827

Facsimile number of designated agent:
(206) 260-3966

Email address of designated agent:
venkat@balasubramani.com

Signature of officer or representative of the of the designating service provider:

Typed or printed name and title:
Venkat Balasubramani, Attorney-at-Law
Exhibit A

Alternative Names of Service Provider

AUDIOCALLS.COM
CALLCHANNELS.COM
CHANNELCALLS.COM
DIALCASTER.COM
DISPOSABLENUMBER.COM
DISPOSABLEPHONENUMBER.COM
EBAYCALLCENTER.COM
HOOKUPHOTLINE.COM
MESSAGECALLS.COM
MYOTHERBUZZER.COM
MYOTHERDIGITS.COM
OTHERBUZZER.COM
OTHERDIGITS.COM
PODDIAL.COM
SELLERPHONE.COM
SNAPCALLS.COM
SNAPFINE.COM
SNAPVINE-INCOME.COM
SNAPVINE.CO.UK
SNAPVINE.COM
SNAPVINE.INFO
SNAPVINE.MOBI
SNAPVINE.NET
SNAPVINE.ORG
SNAPVINE.US
TICKLEPHONE.COM
VOICEFORUMS.COM
VOXBCI.COM